At Chapman, just 1.7 percent of students are black, while around half are white. Sophomore Troy Allen is one of those students, but she's leaving. Why? In her experience, students at Chapman are often not receptive to the experience of their black peers.
SAE suspended in 2014 due to hazing, administrators say

Some fraternity members were ‘kidnapped,’ may have been taped to chairs and had alcohol poured down their throats. This took place during an annual SAE celebration at Chapman in spring 2014.

Rebeccah Glaser | Editor-in-Chief
Lou Vanhecke | News Editor

New information provided by university administrators sheds light on why Chapman’s Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) chapter was suspended from campus almost five years ago.

At a celebratory event in the spring 2014, some members of SAE had words and ‘things’ drawn on their faces with marker, had alcohol poured down their throats to ‘guzzle’ and may have been taped to chairs, said DeAnn Yocum Gaffney, associate dean of students.

“I think this is something that they all signed up for, as a ‘Let’s celebrate the end of our time as SAEs by going through this,’” Yocum Gaffney said.

At the time, the chapter was already on probation due to a cumulative drop of nearly one point in the fall 2013 new member class’ GPA. “People fluctuate and can have different challenges, but to see that collective drop presented a concern,” Yocum Gaffney said.

The event that sparked the investigation took place during the Paddy Murphy celebration in spring 2014 – an SAE tradition commemorating the actions of member Paddy Murphy – who, as the fraternity’s legend details, saved a fraternity brother from death at the hands of gangster Al Capone.

The tale varies in detail, but according to an account of the legend posted on Kansas State University SAE chapter website, the celebration of Murphy is acknowledged by “every SAE chapter.” Yocum Gaffney described the events that transpired during Chapman’s Paddy Murphy celebration in 2014 as hazing.

“The fact that this happened during probation, looked like hazing behavior and is a ritual for graduating is very concerning,” she said.

In an email to The Panther, Dean of Students Jerry Price wrote that the university is drafting a document that will lay out how Chapman will respond to fraternities and sororities that fail to meet the expectations set by the university and the Greek national offices. The guidelines, Price wrote, will enforce various sanctions when organizations are involved in violations, ranging from “corrective measures” to immediate suspension.

“The same expectations will apply to SAE as any other chapter,” Price wrote. “Since this is a new group of men unaffiliated with the suspended chapter, we don’t think it appropriate for them to be expected to meet expectations beyond that of other chapters.”

In an interview with The Panther, Brad Cohen, a Chapman donor and former SAE national president, said that Price and President Daniele Struppa put their necks ‘on the line’ for SAE.

“(They) basically said, ‘We’re not going to put SAE through this whole Interfraternity Council (IFC) protocol,’” he said.

But in an email to The Panther, Struppa stressed that SAE did not circumvent the IFC process. SAE’s Chapman chapter isn’t new – it’s a reinstated chapter, which carries a different protocol, he wrote, adding that administrators did “the right thing” by bringing the chapter back.

“I know Dean Price, and I don’t think he cares very much where his name is on the IFC list involved if they continue to use the SAE name,” he said.

Brad Cohen, a Chapman donor and former SAE president, joined his son Devon Cohen, a sophomore business administration major, for an hour-long talk on DevCo Radio Feb. 28. The radio show, which is aired by Chapman Radio and features classic rock hits, discussed the return of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
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SAE’s history at Chapman

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Sigma Alpha Epsilon establishes Chapman chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Chapter put on probation for one year due to hazing incident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Grade point average of the new member class drops by almost one point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>After Paddy Murphy week celebrations occur, hazing behavior leads to four-year suspension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Chapter eligible to return to campus, but the Dean of Students office isn’t ‘ready’ for its reinstatement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Chapter reinstatement process begins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cohen, whose son Devon Cohen is a sophomore at Chapman and hopes to join the fraternity, called the unidentified individuals who run the Instagram account “jackasses.”

“I turned to the guys that Devon had spoken to about joining SAE and said, ‘If you guys have anything to do with anyone from the old group, we’re not even going to go and ask if we can come back,’ said Cohen, who was under the impression the account had been deleted.

Cohen said he had been assured by the university that the Instagram account had been shut down, but learned from The Panther that the account was still active.

“I can’t control some idiot as to what they do, but I did make it very clear that I would get our legal counsel involved if they continue to use the SAE name,” he said.
Some black students don’t think Chapman is a good fit. Here’s why

Dayna Li | Staff Writer

The former president of the Black Student Union (BSU) is transferring to Northwestern University in the fall, a move that he says is prompted by racial tensions.

Troy Allen, the former president of Black Student Union, is transferring to Northwestern University in the fall, a move that he says is prompted by racial tensions.

Allen is not leaving for academic reasons, and she doesn’t regret her time at the university. But she said that challenges played a part in her decision.

“Even though I love the black community that we do have, there is that pressure where you ask yourself, ‘Should I only have black friends or should I try to assimilate?’” she said.

Other factors contributing to the impending transfer to Northwestern University include feeling lonely in what she described as a Greek life-oriented social climate. There is no one solution to making the environment more inclusive and supportive of black students, Allen said, and that change should come from the students themselves.

“It has been the administration’s job to do things without the incentive of the students,” Allen said.

While there was a “definite reason” she came to Chapman, Allen said there are steps the university can take to ensure that every student feels welcome and there were a lot of microaggressions, “There weren’t many resources for black students.”

In 2014, Chapman’s retention rate was slightly lower for black students than that of white students. Although it has improved slightly since 2014, contributing to the impending transfer are still present on campus. In fall 2017, the retention rate was 91.3 percent for black students, compared to 89.3 percent for white students, according to the Chapman website. The rate is an increase from previous years. In 2014, Chapman retained 82.4 percent of black students and 90.2 percent of white students.

Although the retention rate has improved, Marcela Mejia-Martinez, assistant vice president of admission at Chapman, said that the lower number of black students enrolled at Chapman is part of a nationwide pattern of minority students applying to college.

Admissions tries to counter this, Mejia-Martinez said, with diversity programming, that includes having students from target groups visit campus, and designating admissions counselor work on diversity initiatives.

“About 22 to 25 percent of students choose Chapman,” Mejia-Martinez said. “When I look at our African-American population, the yield rate—about 14 to 15 percent—is significantly lower,” she said.

The Office of Admissions aims to admit more students of color, assuring that they will have a positive experience on campus proves more challenging.

“The black experience isn’t the same for all students,” Mejia-Martinez said. “We’re looking to bring that type of diversity to the table.”

One resource for students of color and marginalized groups on campus is the Cross-Cultural Center (CCC), established in 2017. The CCC isn’t just for one identity, it is for all students so they can come by and learn about different communities,” said Tim Topper, a Student Engagement program coordinator.

“It provides affirmation and support for black students who want to find people who can discuss like-minded issues,” he said.

Outside of Black History Month events, there is not much additional programming for black students, except for a black graduation ceremony, said Negon Lotti, another Student Engagement program coordinator.

Despite the administration’s efforts to foster a more diverse student body, some stratification still exists. Tendo Sematimba, a former Chapman student, transferred to Chaffey College after their freshman year ended in 2016. Chaffey, located in Rancho Cucamonga, California, had an 8.8 percent black student population and 17.7 percent white population in 2015, according to the college’s official fact sheet. After their year at Chapman, Sematimba felt that their ethnicity had a predominant role in their experience on campus.

“Other students were not as welcoming and there were a lot of microaggressions,” Sematimba said. “There weren’t many resources for black people on campus.”

While Sematimba was a student at Chapman, the Cross-Cultural Center had not yet been established. The Black Student Union “was all I had,” they said.

Sematimba told The Panther that they believe the current Cross-Cultural Center does not solve the “limited” resources that Chapman has on campus for black students.

Jerru Price, dean of students, said that the main focus of his department is to take into account the education students are receiving and their career goals, while also trying to address concerns related to identity.

“It’s naive to think that an African-American student on a predominantly white campus will have the same challenges as another student of color. It’s going to be different,” Price said.

Lou Vanhecke | News Editor

Patrick Don Vito waited for his fellow cast and crew to make their way to the stage of the Dolby Theatre, where actor Viggo Mortensen took Don Vito’s wife by the hand and lead them to center stage. In a “sweet surprise moment,” Don Vito—a 1991 Chapman alumnus and the editor of “Green Book”—became part of an Academy Award-winning team.


Though Don Vito didn’t win the Oscar for film editing, for which he was nominated, the night was surreal, he said.

“I was looking at the audience and took a picture, because I said to myself ‘When is this ever going to happen again?’” he said.

Don Vito expressed pride for his work, the film has come under scrutiny from relatives of Donald Shirley’s, whose character Makershala Ali plays in the movie, for its inaccuracies, calling the movie “a symphony of lies.”

Don Vito, who graduated from Chapman with a degree in communication studies and an emphasis in film and television production, told The Panther that being involved with “Green Book” consisted of “hard-working people at the top of their level.”

After the win, Don Vito joined the “Green Book” team backstage, before heading to the Governor’s Ball, the official Oscars after-party. Afterwards, Don Vito and his wife headed to a celebration hosted by director Peter Farrelly at Craig’s, a Hollywood restaurant— but didn’t stay out all hours of the night.

“We were home by 2:15 a.m.,” Don Vito said. “My wife is pregnant; I didn’t want to keep her out too late.”

In a decision that was later reversed, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences announced it wouldn’t air certain categories—including those for cinematography and film editing. But, Don Vito said, the controversy around the decision got him plenty of attention for family.

“I couldn’t believe they gave me so many tickets. They couldn’t take them back,” he said. “I think they felt bad. Everyone in Hollywood got behind us editors.”

Don Vito’s next project, “Three Christs,” which premiered at the 2017 Toronto Film Festival, may be released this year.

“This experience, I’ll never have again,” he said.
"There is no difference": Laverne Cox talks gender identity in Memorial Hall

Sandhya Bhaskar | Assistant News Editor

Actress Laverne Cox made an entrance in Memorial Hall March 1. But it wasn’t the one you might expect.

After gliding onto the stage in front of a nearly-full Memorial Hall audience on a black knee-scooter, Cox, the University Program Board’s (UPB) spring speaker, settled down in an armchair center stage, and immediately regaled to the audience her Valentine’s Day, spent with her boyfriend in the emergency room after fracturing her foot.

“I suppose you could say it was romantic,” Cox said, drawing laughs and applause from the room.

Though Cox’s hour-long talk centered around heavier topics, like the obstacles transgender individuals face, Cox brought a light-hearted energy to the room. She discussed her personal experiences with shame, and took the audience through integral moments during her childhood and transition, sometimes showing her as a child in her hometown of Mobile, Alabama, while expressing the struggle of being gender-nonconforming in an unaccepting environment.

For Cox, growing up in Mobile presented challenges that repressed her authentic self, she said. Cox remembered entering a gift shop as a child at Six Flags and seeing a handbag decorated with a peacock design that she “had to have.”

The fan reminded her of Scarlett O’Hara, a character from “Gone With the Wind” who Cox was especially drawn to. After having purchased the fan with the spending money she had, Cox brought it to her third-grade class.

“I had this fan, sitting in third grade, and I was imagining I was Scarlett O’Hara being very ‘Gone With the Wind’ fabulous,” Cox said. “My teacher saw this and called my mom.

They had a phone conversation, and I was put in therapy.”

Cox, a prominent LGBTQIA+ activist who plays the role of transgender inmate Sophia Burset in Netflix’s original series “Orange is the New Black,” also shared a series of stories about developing self-love, and dismantling internalized shame.

“Sometimes that’s what they are, “ she said. “It’s something that needed to be solved ... I think that’s what they are, “ she said. “It’s about the individuals own experience with gender.”

Cox brought it to her third-grade class.

“Love is the New Black,” across Laverne Cox wheeled into Memorial Hall March 1. Cox discussed gender and her childhood in Mobile, Alabama.

“Orange is the New Black,” across Laverne Cox wheeled into Memorial Hall March 1. Cox discussed gender and her childhood in Mobile, Alabama.

Lou Vanhecke | News Editor

Jade Yang | Staff Writer

A vote for a student government resolution that aims to improve guidelines around reporting student misconduct and sexual assault was postponed March 1 and will be voted on within the next two weeks.

“Some language in the background is being changed, specifically in the section regarding Title IX changes proposed by the U.S. Department of Education,” said Alex Ballard, the upperclassman senator who was part of the resolution’s drafting. “We are citing more specifically from the proposed changes to strengthen our argument to the administration.”

The sexual misconduct resolution was drafted by Ballard and Lindsey Ellis, the Dodge College of Film and Media Arts senator.

It calls for the university administration to further address reports of sexual misconduct on campus, who are requesting more staff members dedicated to Title IX and asks for improvements to the reporting process.

“We want to see either a shift to positions that are entirely focused on sexual misconduct, or additional certified and credentialed staff to compensate,” Ballard said. “What we have now is not working. Students have told us this and we’re in the business of believing students, so we have a duty to speak up for that.”

DeAnn Yocum Gaffney, associate dean of students and lead Title IX coordinator, told The Panther that she and the Title IX office is “looking to improve outreach efforts and make sure students are more knowledgeable” about the process for reporting misconduct and its subsequent proceedings.

“We are certainly responding to lots of reports that come in,” Yocum Gaffney said. “We’ve been able to keep a balance that, I guess that would be a call for the university.”

Ballard and Ellis, who began drafting the resolution in November, discussed the current misconduct guidelines with some students and gathered quotes and statistics to bolster the document.

The resolution uses statistics from the National Sexual Violence Resource Center and the 2017-2018 Chapman Title IX and Sexual Misconduct Climate Survey to support its suggestions.

The resolution suggests hiring additional staff for the Title IX office, as some administrators who oversee Title IX proceedings also hold other positions.

“I work with students of concern, counseling, and disability services,” Yocum Gaffney said. “The investigators investigate cases that are related to student sexual misconduct, and I would also hear other kinds of student conduct cases.”

The resolution also centers around sexual misconduct campus awareness and student education. The 2017-2018 Chapman University student survey has also shown that 41 percent of the almost 1,400 respondents do not have a complete understanding of the school’s sexual misconduct policies, and 82 percent of respondents who had experienced sexual misconduct said that they didn’t believe their incident was serious enough to report, coinciding with the 63 percent of sexual assault cases nationally that aren’t reported to police.

Lack of reporting is a nationwide issue, Gaffney said.

“We review the sexual misconduct policy with all students and are always looking to improve outreach efforts and make sure students are more knowledgeable,” she said.

The resolution also aims to help students feel less hesitant about reporting any sexual misconduct – especially those who have on-campus jobs, like resident advisor positions, or leadership roles.

David Sundby, the director of residence life who oversees student employment, said that individual advisor positions, did not respond to requests for comment.

“We want to reduce the barriers of hesitation that already exist, to encourage students to come forward and participate and not feel like they are going to face repercussions in other aspects of their lives,” Ballard said.

Since completing the first draft of the resolution, student government has gathered more than 1,300 student signatures.

“We want to make sure that the process is for students and not just trying to protect the university from any liability,” Ballard said.
Dark memes are made for coping

When I scroll through my social media feeds, whether it’s Instagram or Twitter, I often see an eclectic mix of content. Vacations, pictures, birthday shout-outs, news updates and memes about suicidal thoughts and depression.

I try not to date meme culture, but there’s something about it that makes me feel like I’m a bad person. Maybe it just means I’m a bad person. Maybe it just means I’m not funny. I don’t know why, but I do. May someone has to do all of the work in a group project, they might laugh about jumping off Beckman Hall’s roof. As I write that, I know it doesn’t sound funny, but in the moment, everyone chuckles.

Often, when these kinds of memes appear on my feed, I double tap the pictures and like the tweets. Even though I find them funny, I know I don’t have thoughts of suicide in my head. But I can’t say that’s true for the other hundreds, or sometimes thousands, of people who also like the posts.

Instagram and Twitter both show if someone you follow has liked a certain post. Usually when I see that a friend has liked a sad meme, I brush it off. But sometimes I get worried. I wonder if maybe I should reach out, but I never have, because I’m liking the same memes and for some reason, that makes the content OK to me. Not all of these jokes are funny – some of them are pretty concerning.

Why have jokes about wanting to be dead become the new normal? To me, it seems like joking about suicide has turned into our generation’s version of the “My wife is annoying” bit. Like with 1970s comedians complaining about their significant others, most of these memes aren’t meant to be taken seriously. No one is really going throw themselves in front of a bus if their cute classmate can’t go to formal with them. But is that really something to joke about?

About two years ago, I made a joke about hanging myself to a friend of mine who had attempted suicide. The moment I said it, I regretted it. My friend laughed and didn’t say anything about it, but I knew he struggled with suicidal thoughts was something that was told to me in confidence. Because these kinds of jokes have become so common, saying that meant nothing to me until I realized what I had done.

Ever since then, I have remembered to pay attention to who is around and to watch what I say more carefully when making jokes. On the internet, though, it is much harder to tailor your jokes to the audience because the audience is essentially anyone with a Wi-Fi.

Many of the Instagram accounts that post this content are private, but it’s not like they do any kind of background check on their followers’ mental health history before accepting the follow request. And, honestly, it’s not like they actually care.

My main issue with this is that even though these jokes sometimes bother me, I find a lot of them funny. I don’t know why, but I do. Maybe that means I’m a bad person. Maybe it just means that I have a twisted sense of humor.

Knowing how suicide negatively impacts so many people, I wish I didn’t laugh when I see these memes. I know I’m not the only one who does, but that doesn’t make me feel much better about it.

All I know is that this kind of humor doesn’t seem to be going away anytime soon – so before you make a joke, think about who you’re telling it to.
Colton Underwood’s virginity isn’t our business

I am a history major, a podcast enthusiast and a bookworm, like to think I’m cultured, but I have shamelessly been glued to my television every Monday night since Jan. 21 to watch ABC’s “The Bachelor.” Typically, I wouldn’t give a rat’s behind about anything related to reality television, but I just can’t shake Chris Harrison and the dramatic fence-hopping that makes up Colton Underwood’s season.

But there’s one thing that has bugged me throughout these eight drama, group-date filled episodes. Underwood, a 27-year-old football hunk with, let’s be honest, a great face and a body that exists, has been the season’s talking point. It’s his business, just like my sex life is my business and your sex life is yours.

On March 1, a Snapchat picture that was reportedly sent by a friend of Underwood’s to one of his Snapchat friends, was released by tabloid-news platform TMZ. It featured a close-up of Underwood’s face and a caption that read “I (explicative) a big tittied hoe last night.” Underwood came forward that day, disputing the legitimacy of the picture and saying that it was fabricated.

Honesty, I would jump that man at the first chance, so I find it hard to believe that he hasn’t done the deed. But the Snapchat picture shows that someone actually cared enough to discharge their (explicative) too much. Whoever fabricated the photo took the time to Photoshop its caption, which dragged Underwood’s reputation and a choice he says he has upheld for his entire adulthood. I just don’t understand why someone would go to such lengths. Why do you care so much?

This column feels a little like I’m shouting in a void made up of reality TV-watchers, who could easily yell at me and tell me that their judgement of Underwood’s virginity is vital to their enjoyment of the show.

To be fair, he has played into the identity of the 27-year-old virgin completely, and has brought the topic up himself a fair amount of times. Did he talk about his virginity out of sheer excitement of losing it? To get the ladies excited? To get attention? That’s something I’d have to ask him, and I don’t really feel like going to the lengths of tracking him (and rumored girlfriend Cassie Randolph) down to find out.

What I’m trying to say here is that sexuality is a personal choice. It shouldn’t be an element of ourselves that is exploited on national television. Unfortunately, it’s up to us to judge another person’s business. I used to judge another person. Call me old-fashioned, I guess.

Let’s hold SAE and each other accountable

C hapman’s decision to include Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) in the university’s lineup of fraternities sickens me and completely undermines the values and beliefs that Chapman holds as its “pillars of strength.” Letting a fraternity back onto our campus, especially one that has been given the nickname “Sexual Assault Expected” shows the university’s unfortunate lack of care for its students’ safety when it comes to Title IX.

The solution seems easy: just don’t let them on. Chapman, as the pinnacle of success as the express purpose of making you miserable.

I could go back in time and give you a 10-page paper in four hours that ends up getting a personal choice. It shouldn’t be an element of ourselves that is exploited on national television. Unfortunately, it’s up to us to judge another person’s business. I used to judge another person. Call me old-fashioned, I guess.

Don’t start drinking coffee, you’ll regret it

I f I could go back in time and give you a 10-page paper in four hours that ends up getting a personal choice. It shouldn’t be an element of ourselves that is exploited on national television. Unfortunately, it’s up to us to judge another person’s business. I used to judge another person. Call me old-fashioned, I guess.

The warm drink comes in a cute yellow mug with delicate latte art gracing its frothy top. It’s 11 a.m., you can see the ocean out the window and everything is right in the world. The caffeine fuels you for a day of running around with your high school friends and coffee beans for the express purpose of making you miserable. You’re groggy and can’t even form a coherent sentence until you stumble into the seemingly mile-long line at the campus Starbucks and order an iced almond milk latte that, frankly, tastes like someone burned each coffee bean for you.

At the end of class, coffee can be the pinnacle of success as the express purpose of making you miserable. You’re groggy and can’t even form a coherent sentence until you stumble into the seemingly mile-long line at the campus Starbucks and order an iced almond milk latte that, frankly, tastes like someone burned each coffee bean for you.

It also drives the dangerous “busy culture” many millennials and Gen Zers partake in, with a workaholic lifestyle being seen as a badge of honor. But despite all that, sometimes coffee will bring good to your life. It will fuel you to write a 10-page paper in four hours that ends up getting a personal choice. It shouldn’t be an element of ourselves that is exploited on national television. Unfortunately, it’s up to us to judge another person’s business. I used to judge another person. Call me old-fashioned, I guess.
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Reece breaks new track records

Luca Evans | Staff Writer

When sophomore swimmer Jailey Reeves arrived Feb. 21 at the Brenda Villa Aquatic Center in Commerce, California, for the first day of the swimming conference championships, she was nervous. At a four-day-long swim meet, in which nine university teams including Chapman competed, the indoor pool became small, stuffy, and overcrowded. The floor was more soaked than usual and it was hard for Reeves to breathe with the heavy scent of chlorine in the air.

Despite the chaos, Reeves broke her own record in the 200-meter breaststroke that she set at the championships in 2018. Her fastest time was set in the preliminaries with a time of 2:24.64, which is a 0.23 second decrease in time from last year. The moment, while not surprising, was bittersweet for Reeves because she had higher expectations.

“It was really expected of me to break that record,” she said.

Reeves’ relay team also broke the school record on the final day of the meet, something she found more satisfying than her own accomplishment. The women’s 400-meter freestyle relay team, consisting of Reeves, junior Molly Davis and seniors Kristina Fong and Sadie Wiens, who took third place overall with a record time of 3:33.08, beating Chapman’s previous record of 3:33:86.

“After the race, we all just sat there and cried together,” Reeves said. “We all did way better than we were expected to do.”

The victory was special to the relay team: It was the last race for the two seniors, Fong and Wiens, in their college careers.

“Our motivation was to do the best we could. It was an emotional day for everyone,” Davis said. “We really wanted to end on a high note.”

Davis also set a new school record in her individual 100-meter freestyle race, finishing with a time of 52.83 seconds. She broke a previous record held by her teammate Fong in 2014 by just 0.01 seconds. Davis said she was taken aback by this news.

“I didn’t even know that was possible or that I had the ability to do it,” Davis said. “It was such a happy surprise.”

Still, both Reeves and Davis said that they still suffer from anxiety and nervousness before an important competition. Reeves seeks “quiet time” to help calm her nerves. Davis prefers chatting with the competitors around her to distract herself.

“You put in all of this work and have one big meet at the end of it,” Davis said. “Everything you’ve done that whole season leads up to this moment. That’s where all the pressure and nerves come from.”

The men’s 400-meter freestyle relay team also broke a school record on the final day of the meet. Junior Dominic Deli Quadri, junior Austin Donahue, junior Clint Hurdle and sophomore Justin Lammert took fifth overall with a time of 3:06.84, beating the school’s previous record by a minute and 52 seconds.

Hurdle said the victory made the hard work from the season worth it. “All the 6 a.m. practices on the pool deck in our Speedos in 36-degree weather — it all paid off,” Hurdle said.

REOCE BREAKS NEW TRACK RECORDS

Kayla Maran | Staff Writer

With cross-country season over, every runner starts somewhere. Maybe on the playground or with a game of tag. There’s usually a reason for gravitating toward the lifestyle, as freshman Arabella Reece calls it. When Reece fell in love with running, she was taking part in a time-honored board game of tag. There’s usually a reason why — people are helping me. “It’s brutal, other times it’s hot, everyone’s dying, but the people make it great.”

With five Chapman records broken since the beginning of her college career, Reece plans to keep pushing. “I have the 5K, the 6K, the 800, the distance medley relay, the four by 800 records, and now I just want to break all the other ones because I need to do it,” Reece said.

When sophomore swimmer Jailey Reeves arrived Feb. 21 at the Brenda Villa Aquatic Center in Commerce, California, for the first day of the swimming conference championships, she was nervous. At a four-day-long swim meet, in which nine university teams including Chapman competed, the indoor pool became small, stuffy, and overcrowded. The floor was more soaked than usual and it was hard for Reeves to breathe with the heavy scent of chlorine in the air.

Despite the chaos, Reeves broke her own record in the 200-meter breaststroke that she set at the championships in 2018. Her fastest time was set in the preliminaries with a time of 2:24.64, which is a 0.23 second decrease in time from last year. The moment, while not surprising, was bittersweet for Reeves because she had higher expectations.

“It was really expected of me to break that record,” she said.

Reeves’ relay team also broke the school record on the final day of the meet, something she found more satisfying than her own accomplishment. The women’s 400-meter freestyle relay team, consisting of Reeves, junior Molly Davis and seniors Kristina Fong and Sadie Wiens, who took third place overall with a record time of 3:33.08, beating Chapman’s previous record of 3:33:86.

“After the race, we all just sat there and cried together,” Reeves said. “We all did way better than we were expected to do.”

The victory was special to the relay team: It was the last race for the two seniors, Fong and Wiens, in their college careers.

“Our motivation was to do the best we could. It was an emotional day for everyone,” Davis said. “We really wanted to end on a high note.”

Davis also set a new school record in her individual 100-meter freestyle race, finishing with a time of 52.83 seconds. She broke a previous record held by her teammate Fong in 2014 by just 0.01 seconds. Davis said she was taken aback by this news.

“I didn’t even know that was possible or that I had the ability to do it,” Davis said. “It was such a happy surprise.”

Still, both Reeves and Davis said that they still suffer from anxiety and nervousness before an important competition. Reeves seeks “quiet time” to help calm her nerves. Davis prefers chatting with the competitors around her to distract herself.

“You put in all of this work and have one big meet at the end of it,” Davis said. “Everything you’ve done that whole season leads up to this moment. That’s where all the pressure and nerves come from.”

The men’s 400-meter freestyle relay team also broke a school record on the final day of the meet. Junior Dominic Deli Quadri, junior Austin Donahue, junior Clint Hurdle and sophomore Justin Lammert took fifth overall with a time of 3:06.84, beating the school’s previous record by a minute and 52 seconds.

Hurdle said the victory made the hard work from the season worth it. “All the 6 a.m. practices on the pool deck in our Speedos in 36-degree weather — it all paid off,” Hurdle said.
In May 2016, the lacrosse team won its first championship at Chapman's Wilson Stadium, ending an undefeated season. Two years later, Wiley Bonham transferred to Chapman from Loyola University Maryland as a sophomore. During his first season with Chapman, Bonham was thrown into the same championship atmosphere when the Panthers took on Michigan State University in May 2018.

"It was really cool seeing all the cameras and equipment set up around the field and all the attention being on the game," Bonham said. "The feeling of being at the last step of the season and needing one to win it all was pretty special."

The Panthers lost 10-8. Despite the loss, being thrown into the competitive environment in his first season at Chapman was special for Bonham. Out of 17 games that season, Bonham scored 59 goals and had 26 assists. This year, he's had seven goals and seven assists out of three games.

Growing up, Bonham was immersed in the world of sports. "The first time I picked up a stick was probably about three years old, and then I was on a team," Bonham said.

Bonham attended Monte Vista High School in Danville, California. At 6 feet, 4 inches tall, Bonham took up basketball in addition to playing on the lacrosse team.

"Our high school took basketball very seriously. All the kids on the team were strictly basketball players," Bonham said.

Bonham, the only basketball team member who played an additional sport, said his teammates knew lacrosse was his priority. "I felt a part of the team like anyone else," Bonham said.

During 2016, Bonham's senior year, the Monte Vista Mustangs' lacrosse team went on to win their fifth North Coast Section CIF championship. After high school, Bonham attended Loyola University Maryland to play lacrosse, but said he felt uncomfortable being far from the West Coast.

"I just didn't like the East Coast as much as California. The lacrosse team was fun, and playing all the big schools was really cool, but I wanted to be happier as a person," Bonham said.

After hearing about Chapman from a family friend, Bonham reached out to head coach Dallas Hartley. Bonham's friend and now-teammate, junior Parker Halaburda, helped him contact the Chapman team.

"I was talking to him and telling him how I didn't want to go back to Loyola," Bonham said. "He talked (Chapman) up and gave me the coach's information."

On Feb. 22, the men's lacrosse team played Georgia Institute of Technology at home. Chapman lost 12-11. Bonham scored twice that night while adding four assists.

In addition to his lacrosse talent, head coach Dallas Hartley said Bonham has stepped up as a leader. "He's tall, fast, hard shot and he's got nice athletic movement. He's turning into a good leader for us," Hartley said. "He has an ability to get to good places on the field to put pressure on the defense."

Bonham said he believes the team has potential, but young team members and the fact that "everyone is still trying to get their feet under them” leaves room for improvement.

"It's a little tough right now and that's why we are having those growing pains. We will figure it out … our ultimate obstacle is ourselves, in the end," Bonham said.
Rebecca Glaser | Editor-in-Chief

If you stand close enough to Aki Shigeyama on the track in the minutes before the starting pistol goes off, you might hear the faint strains of Earth, Wind and Fire’s “September.”

Before most races – especially the 400-meter sprint – Shigeyama feels a little on edge. His legs go weak. His palms get sweaty. But a range of tunes, from what he describes as “old school music” to Cardi B’s latest hits, tend to quell his nerves. And then he’s off.

“Once the gun goes off, all that stuff goes away,” Shigeyama said. “I just race.”

For Shigeyama, a sophomore business administration major, the days surrounding a meet are a routine. Ice bath. A light breakfast, usually oatmeal and fruit. Stretching and cooling down. And the same order each Saturday from Jersey Mike’s sandwich shop before him and his teammates board the bus to a meet: an Italian sub with a Glacier Freeze Gatorade (watered down, of course).

But the routine around track meets hasn’t been part of Shigeyama’s life for long. He’s a relative newcomer.

He focused on volleyball and basketball at his high school in Osaka, Japan, where he often stayed up late with his friends at a local park. When he decided to come to Chapman, he knew he wanted to play some kind of sport, but one thing that was standing in his way: Chapman didn’t have a men’s volleyball team, and Shigeyama didn’t want to continue basketball in college.

He emailed the track and field team’s then-coach Anna Wlodarczyk before he started attending Chapman, asking her for a chance to be on the roster.

“We don’t take people who don’t have track experience,” she told him.

But Shigeyama persisted. He’d considered not playing a sport in college, but the novelty of the track team had drawn him in. He told Wlodarczyk about the sports he’d played competitively in high school.

That he was dedicated. Could she give him a shot?

Wlodarczyk had left by the time Shigeyama came to Chapman, but someone else did give Shigeyama a shot – the new coach, DeAndre Woods.

Woods, who was previously an assistant coach at Concordia University Irvine, is short, muscular and intense. When speaking, he’ll occasionally stop to, well, coach. At one point, he called after a player who was doggedly attempting a javelin throw.

Woods remembers the transition to becoming Chapman’s new head coach; how he had to balance his time between calling athletes at his old school and telling them he was leaving – and introducing himself to new ones at Chapman.

“You know who’s serious and who’s not, who responds to emails or who gets back to you,” Woods said. “Some kids answer their phones; some kids don’t answer.”

Despite being 17 hours ahead in a different time zone, Shigeyama answered diligently. Woods, looking for someone with the discipline and the motivation to excel, saw both in Shigeyama.

“If you don’t have the discipline to do something, then the motivation subsides, sits off on the wayside,” Woods said.

Shigeyama established himself as a reliable member of the team. His 2018 season best of 23.49 seconds in the 200-meter is about three seconds slower than runners who went on to place in the conference championships. However, he was the team’s fastest in the 400-meter that year, at 52.34 seconds. He was steadily improving.

Then, in one moment on the University of LaVerne’s track in March 2018, Shigeyama’s barely six-month-old career as a track runner came to a halt. There was searing pain. And in that moment, he knew he was done for the season.

The then-freshman had just injured his hamstring. Again. With the conference championships just about a month away, Shigeyama had begun to feel tired during practice. Fatigued, even. His recovery time wasn’t as fast and often, and the volume of training felt overwhelming.

He’d made it this far – Shigeyama already recovered from a hamstring tweak a few months earlier in his freshman season. But this time, he knew he was overworked and he knew his season was over. And it was only late March.

“The way I injured it in that moment, I knew I was out,” Shigeyama said.

Woods remembers the moment he saw Shigeyama fall that day. He knew Shigeyama had tweaked his hamstring a few months before. This time, it was more serious.

“It’s always difficult. You don’t want to see any of your athletes injured,” Woods said.

After nearly a full season of adjusting to the sport and its workload, Shigeyama was already on hiatus, and the injury – never officially diagnosed, but thought to be a spasm or a tear – didn’t just affect his athletic life. Often, he struggled to bend to pick something up if he’d dropped it. He had to be careful about how he moved his leg. That didn’t deter Shigeyama, though – it drove him to come back, stronger.

“If of course I was discouraged, but I never once thought of quitting track,” he said.

Now, nearly a year later, a fully recovered Shigeyama wants to make it to the conference championships. He’s also aiming to break less than 50 seconds for his 400-meter race, undercutting his previous best time of 52.34.

“In track, two seconds is a lot,” he said.

“Of course I was discouraged, but I never once thought of quitting track,” - Aki Shigeyama, sophomore sprinter

Woods can often tell what an athlete will excel at within a few moments of watching them run. For Shigeyama, he knew the 200- and 400-meters were his best bet. But, as much as a coach can, Woods steps aside when it comes to athletes’ season goals.

“Whatever he wants, I want for him,” Woods said. “It’s his athletic experience. I already had mine.”

I just race: Sophomore sprinter looks to make comeback

Sophomore sprinter Aki Shigeyama injured his hamstring during the spring 2018 track season, but after fully recovering, Shigeyama looks to break his previous season record in the 400-meter race.
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400-meter race.